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Controlling the Operator Norm

❏ Deep Network Architecture

❏ Exploding and vanishing gradients
● Gradients backpropagate

● Danger of explosion (NaN) and 
vanishing (very small changes) also in the forward direction.

❏ Key: singular values of linear layers

● Main threats are linear layers

● Singular values bound factor by which layer increases or decreases length of its input.

❏ Operator norm: Max. Singular Value

● Network Lipschitz constant ≤ product of operator norms of linear layers

● Motivates regularization via control of operator norms.

❏ Control the operator norm

● Regularization [Drucker and Le Cun, 1992; Hein and Andriushchenko, 2017;

 Yoshida and Miyato, 2017; Miyato et al., 2018]
● Generalization [Bartlett et al. 2017]
● Robustness to adversarial examples [Cisse et al. 2017]

Analysis

 Columns of F are eigenvectors.

Operator matrix is a doubly-block circulant matrix

Proof Sketch 

If (v1, v2, v3) is a right singular vector of blue matrix, then

(v1,0,0,0,v2,0,0,0,v3,0,0,0) is a right singular vector of the whole.

Control

Algorithm

Computational Complexity                                vs.                                      

                                                                    n= input height/width, m = no. of channels                                                                                                                              

2D Multi-channel Convolution

Summary & future directions
❏ Characterized singular values of a 2D multichannel convnet.

❏ Provided efficient & practical method for deriving them for deep networks.

❏ Opened the black box! Provided  a tool for various  investigations of deep models.

❏ We showed an effective projection into set of bounded norm operators.

❏ Code:   https://github.com/brain-research/conv-sv

Main result

❏ Characterize singular values of convolutional layers

❏ Simple, fast algorithm

❏ Operator norm regularizer (via projection)

❏ Complementary to batch norm

❏ Opens door to understanding deep learning phenomena

❏  Efficiency:

❏ Effect of Operator Norm Regularizer on Test Error

Clipping to 0.5 and 1.0 yielded test errors of 5.3% and 5.5% respectively. Baseline error rate 6.2%.

❏ Robustness to Hyperparameter Changes

Operator-norm regularization and batch normalization   are not redundant, and neither dominates the 
other.

❏ Singular values for ResNet V2

Layers closer to the input are plotted with colors 

with a greater share of red.

The transformations with the largest operator norms

are closest to the input.

                                                                       

              

Operator Norm for Convolution

❏ Regularize networks by reducing the operator norm of the linear transformation.

❏ Authors have identified operator norm as important, but they did not succeed in finding operator 

norm for convolution. 

❏ Resorted to  approximations (Yoshida and Miyato, 2017; Miyato et al., 2018; Gouk et al., 2018a).

1D Circular Convolution

 2D Single-channel Convolution

Experiments

Application: Regularization
❏ Bound the operator norm by clipping the singular values.

❏ Problem: larger neighborhoods

❏ Solution: Alternating projections, , i.e.

❏ project into set with bounded operator norm 

❏ project into set of convolutions with k×k neighborhoods
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